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Shane is a TIVA board member at Large for Television Internet Video Association (TIVA). DC Visionaries focuses on Video, Animation and Photography worldwide.

He is part of the DC Visionary team that produces global documentary projects and is a well rounded and highly sought after producer and cinematographer. DC Visionaries creative team help brands realize their potential, grow sustainably and exemplify their values.

Thank you Shane for giving back to the community!
Ralph moved in late 2013 to the East Coast from a lifetime in Los Angeles, California where he spent the past 20 years in the television, film, and voice-over businesses, both as a producer and an agent.

Ralph worked with Universal and MGM Studios and with two of LA's leading commercial talent agencies, where he was responsible for obtaining voice-over work for clients such as Denis Leary, Burt Reynolds, Martin Landau, James Garner, and Phylicia Rashad.

He placed many of his clients in national ad campaigns for companies such as Coca-Cola, McDonald's, Toyota, Bank of America, and Budweiser and booked work for them with Universal Studios, Warner Bros., Paramount Studios, and MGM. Ralph also worked in Hollywood as a writer, director, and producer with several television and film production companies. Ralph graduated with a B.A. in Film Studies in 1995 from the University of California, Santa Barbara.

Thank you Ralph for giving back to the community!

Ralph Cooper
CapitalTalentAgency.com
Lamont Easter was born in Annapolis, Maryland and raised in San Diego, California. Works on television series such as VEEP, House of Cards, Madam Secretary, among other films, shows and commercials and is in constant demand as a community advocate. A very versatile and professional creative actor, print model, musician and voiceover performer!

Thank you Lamont for giving back to the community!
Nils Granholm is the co-founder of CAVUS MEDIA providing graphic design, photography, mobile apps, web development and more. He directs/produces video and audio projects, is an amazing photographer and an avid unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) pilot!

*Thank you Nils for giving back to the community!*
Lars Sandvik, President and Amy Krueger, Vice President of Thundershot Studios, are the creative minds behind innovation in studio /sound stage productions in the DMV. They have built a Hollywood caliber studio that improves the production experience, reducing time and money needed to finish your production needs.

Thundershot Studios was engineered from the ground up to curb those production problems, removing the major flaws in production environments that increase costs and time. The studio is well equipped to handle production and talent needs with an airy green room, makeup rooms with showers, audio booth, edit suites, point to point communications and more! Thundershot Studios is open for business since launching in September 2014.

Happy Anniversary TSS!

Thank you Lars/Amy for giving back to the community!

ThunderShotStudios.com